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1 Introduction
This tutorial is a guide to using the administration tab tools of the DigiVol website.
The Australian Museum and the Atlas of Living Australia have developed and supported DigiVol
for a community of volunteers to transcribe Museum and Herbaria collections.
DigiVol is available for any institution who has a project that would be well suited to DigiVol
volunteers. Any proposed project will need to conform to an existing DigiVol template or have
sufficient funds to enable the development of a new task template.
As an institution administrator you will be able to set up projects for transcription by volunteers.
Examples of typical projects, known as expeditions, include transcribing collection labels,
historical documents and tagging images of animals and collection objects. Each type of
transcription expedition will have its own requirements as to what information needs to be
transcribed, and how to present that to a volunteer. Once complete, the results of a transcription
expedition are available for download.
This tutorial will guide you through setting up and managing your expedition.

2 Getting started
2.1

Admin access

Contact the DigiVol manager (DigiVol@austmus.gov.au) for access.
The DigiVol manager will give you Admin access to the DigiVol back-room website, called the
development site http://volunteer-dev.ala.org.au/. The development site has the look-and-feel of
the live DigiVol site, but is a place where the public doesn't go. Initially you will want to use the
development site as a place to improve your skills, create templates, build test expeditions, and
make mistakes. If you are creating and testing expeditions in the development site, do not upload
lots of images. It takes time to load tasks and they are not automatically transferred to the live site.

Note: templates and expeditions
created on the development site will
not be transferred to the live site.

Once you are confident, ask the DigiVol manager for administration access to the live DigiVol site
http://volunteer.ala.org.au/ where you will create and manage expeditions for real.
Once you have been granted admin access you will be able to see the Admin tab when you log in.
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2.2

Preparing to use DigiVol

Before you start using DigiVol you will need to prepare the following in the checklist below. For
more details on each item please refer to the remainder of this document.

Creating an Institution page See Section 15 - Manage Institutions
☐

Institution Logo

☐

Institution’s description

☐

Institution’s contact person’s details

Creating an Expedition See Section 4 - Create New Expedition
☐

A name for your expedition

☐

A brief description of your expedition

☐

Images that can be used to represent your project.
☐ Expedition image: aspect ratio between 3:2 and 4:3 with a minimum of 600px width
☐ Background image: resolution of at least 2MP (eg 1920 x 1080). No bigger than 512KB.

☐

A collection of images to be used for the individual tasks of your expedition.

☐

A template which is the form which will be used by the volunteers to enter the data in to.

☐

A tutorial and helpful web links to help the volunteers with the transcription of your tasks.

☐

(Option) Picklists for autocomplete fields in your template.

☐

(Option) A set of text files, where each file corresponds to a task image, e.g. an OCR file.

☐ (Option) A data file containing extra information relevant to each task, such as registration
numbers or scientific names.
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3 DigiVol Admin page
Go to the Admin page by clicking the Admin button in the top right of the DigiVol front page. This
will take you to the Admin list of tools. Each tool is described in the sections below.
3.1

Admin list of tools

4 Create New Expedition
Before you create your first expedition
you must create your Institution page
See 15 Manage Institutions

4.1

Expedition wizard

The Expedition wizard is self-explanatory, but for step by step instructions see below.

Click on Start to begin creating your expedition or Cancel if you do not have all the required
elements to begin.
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4.1.1

Expedition Institution

Fill in the Expedition institution with the name of your institution, organisation or individual. Your
institution will appear in the drop down list and then the ‘Linked to institution!’ will appear. If it
doesn’t then you need to go back to the Admin page and create it using the Manage Institutions
button. See 15 Manage Institutions for more information.
Click Next to continue, Back to go to the last page or Cancel to end creating your expedition.
4.1.2

Expedition Details

Expedition Name - The name of your expedition will be displayed on the expedition front page
and also in the DigiVol expedition list.
Short description - The short description will appear on the front page of DigiVol if your
expedition features as the feature expedition.
Long description - The long description will appear on the expedition front page. The name and
description need to entice volunteers to your project. You may also include web links in this text
that may be of interest to transcribers.
Template - Choose a template from the drop-down menu to use in your expedition. Several
existing templates are available for you to use. Alternatively you (or the DigiVol manager) can
customise one of these existing templates to suit your transcription needs. See 7 Templates for
more. If none of the existing templates suit your needs then the DigiVol programmer will need to
make a new template for you. This will incur a cost.
Expedition Type - Choose from the drop-down menu to select whether your expedition type is
camera traps, specimens or field notes.
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Click Next to continue, Back to go to the last page or Cancel to end creating your expedition.

4.1.3

Expedition Images

Expedition image - The expedition image appears on the DigiVol expedition list and on DigiVol’s
front page if the expedition is the feature expedition. Click on Choose File.
The expedition image needs to be a JPG image file. For best results and to preserve quality, it is
recommended that the expedition image aspect ratio sits anywhere between 3:2 and 4:3 with a
minimum of 600 pixels in size. Image editing software such as Adobe Photoshop or Irfanview1 can
be used for this step.
Image copyright - The creator or owner of the expedition image, who has exclusive rights to its
use and distribution.
Expedition background image – The expedition background image appears on the front page of
the expedition. Click on Choose File.
The expedition background image needs to be a JPG image file. For best results and to preserve
quality, it is recommended that the background image has a resolution of at least 2 megapixels
(eg. 1920 x 1080). The system won’t accept images bigger than 512KB. The image works best if it
is dark so that the expedition description can be seen on the darker background. The image can
be made darker through DigiVol in the expedition’s settings page.
Image copyright - The creator or owner of the expedition background image, who has exclusive
rights to its use and distribution.
After both images have been loaded they will now appear on the front page. Either image may be
removed at any time by clicking the Remove image button.

Hint: If you are having trouble loading a new image
there may be a caching issue. Try refreshing the
page or holding down the shift key and F5.

1

Irfanview http://www.irfanview.com/ is free image manipulation software for Windows. See Appendix – Irfanview - resizing
and renaming images for more.
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Click Next to continue, Back to go to the last page or Cancel to end creating your expedition.
4.1.4

Map Options

The map can be used on the front page of your expediton to show transcribers the location of
transcribed records in the expedition. The map uses the latitude and longitude fields in the
template to map the locations. If you would like the map to appear on the front page of your
project select the check-box for 'Show the map on the expedition front page'.
You may centre and zoom the map on a specific location by dragging and positioning the map to
show a particular location.
The map is rarely used in the field note templates as they don’t have the latitude and longitude
fields.
Click Next to continue, Back to go to the last page or Cancel to end creating your expedition.
4.1.5

Create a New Expedition Details
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Picklist Collection Code - Choose a Picklist Collection Code from the drop down list of ones
preloaded for your template. See 8 Bulk manage Picklists for more about choosing and creating
your picklists.
Tags - Tags are associated with the transcriber achievement badges. Please add tags for the
volunteers to receive badges associated with your expedition. A list will drop down as you type to
show matching tags. Choose from the list then add more as required. If it is not in the list then it
will not be added as a tag. If you cannot find a tag that suits your expedition please contact the
DigiVol manager.
Click Next to continue, Back to go to the last page or Cancel to end creating your expedition.
4.1.6

Expedition Summary

The expedition summary page presents an overall view of your expedition settings. If you are
happy with the summary, click on the Create Expedition button. If you find a mistake, or you wish
to edit something, click the Back button until you find the item you wish to change. Note: You can
still edit your expedition after you have created it in the expedition settings.
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4.1.7

Done

Congratulations. You have created an expedition.
The expedition that you created is currently inactive and is not publicly visible in the DigiVol
expedition list. In the DigiVol Live site, only mark it as active after you have loaded your tasks and
you are ready for volunteers to start transcribing. To activate your expedition see 6 Activate your
expedition.
You can now click on the links to either, go to the task staging area to upload images or you edit
the expedition settings. Or click on Done or Create another project.

Your expedition can be found in the DigiVol expedition list but it will be greyed out until it has been
activated.
Some things cannot be added or changed in the Expedition wizard and you will have to continue
to the Expedition Settings page.
This includes:
 Making it so that your data is not harvested by the Atlas of Living Australia
 Loading Tasks
 Adding tutorials
 Adding links to websites in the description text
 Altering the colour of the background image
See the next section for changes to any of the above.
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4.2

Expedition Settings

An expedition may be edited from either the DigiVol expedition list or the expedition front page by
clicking on the Settings button.
DigiVol expedition list

Expedition front page

4.2.1

General Settings

After you open the expedition’s setting you need to check that each field is correct.

If you do not want your data to be harvested by the
Atlas of Living Australia, untick the box here.
Change any field on the General Settings page and click the Update button.
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4.2.2

Expedition image and Expedition background image

Change your expedition image and expedition background image on the corresponding pages. If
you have trouble loading a new image try refreshing or holding down the shift key and F5.
Check your expedition front page to check that the background image is dark enough so that the
writing can be seen. If the image needs to be darker you can use the background image overlay
colour.

Click on the Set to default button to make your image darker.
Click on Update to accept any changes you have made.

4.2.3

Picklists

Check that the picklist you have selected is correct. If not change it to the picklist that you require
and click on Update.

4.2.4

Tasks

The Tasks page is used to create and manage expedition tasks. Each task will have an image
and optionally, a text file associated with it.
A set of tasks may also have an optional associated data file, which can hold extra information
relevant to each task, such as registration number or scientific name. See 5. Tasks for more
information on how to stage and upload your files.
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4.2.5

Map

You may choose whether to show a map on the front page of your expedition. You may also
change the area that the map displays by dragging and zooming the map.
4.2.6

Tutorial Links

If a tutorial has been written for your project put the web link to it here.
Before creating this link, your tutorial needs to be uploaded to the Tutorials page accessible
through the Tutorials banner tab. See 13 Tutorial files for notes on adding a tutorial.
To add a link to your tutorial, type the title of your tutorial in the Tutorial Links text box, highlight it
and click on the chain icon.

Open the tutorial in another webpage and copy the link into the 'Link URL' field.

Choose the Target drop down list to be ‘Open Link in a New Window’.
Click on the Insert button.
Click on the Update button on the Expedition settings – Tutorial Links page to add the link to your
Expedition.
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5 Project Task Staging
Expeditions should have more than 20 and less than 5000 images (ideally 200 to 2000) and be
focused around a particular taxonomic group (at any suitable level, e.g. Hawk Moths or Cicadas)
or set of tasks (e.g. the Scott Sisters Notebooks). You should prepare your images so that they
are all ready for upload at one time; transcribers don't like a project size that changes over time.
Image preparation
Images may need to be resized and renamed. Images should be JPEGs and should be around 1
to 2 MB (max) in size with all text clearly legible and not degrading too much on zooming. It is also
good practice to name the images so that it is evident which project they belong to. Image editing
software such as Adobe Photoshop or Irfanview can be used to resize and rename a batch of
images. See Appendix – Irfanview - resizing and renaming images for more help with resizing
and renaming images.
5.1

Upload Images

Uploading of images and their associated text files is done in batches. All files are held in a
staging area where images and their associated text files are organised. From this staging area,
fields for each task can also be pre-loaded with data, if required. Once all images and associated
data are staged they are ready to be uploaded to create the tasks.

Select Load Tasks (Image Staging)
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Click on the Select files button
A dialogue box will open: Upload images to the staging area

Click on the Browse button
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Choose a maximum of 200 images at the one time as the system does not cope with a large
number of files. Highlight the image files and click on Open. In the dialog box, click on Stage
images.

Your files will start to load to the staging area.
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Your images have been uploaded once they appear on the 'Staged images' list. To add more
images click on Select files. Repeat until all your files are loaded to the staging area.
If you have no further files, such as auxiliary text files to accompany your images, or a data file
with extra fields of data, then you can now create your tasks. Click on Create tasks from staged
images.
5.2

Upload images - text files (optional)

Some image sets will have extra data that needs to be associated with each task. For example,
images of typed words may have been converted to text using OCR and saved as a text file. This
data may be loaded to the staging area the same way that the original files have been loaded. For
your text file to be associated to the original file, the naming of your text files is critical.
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Note about file naming
Image filenames should be of the form: <filename>.jpg, for example: image01.jpg
Text filenames should match the following pattern:
<imagefilename>__<DwC field name>__<record index>.txt where:
<imagefilename> matches exactly the name of an image file already uploaded,
including the file extension
<DwC field name> is the name of the field which you want to be populated with the
contents of the file
<record index> is the field index if the same field name can contain multiple values
(defaults to 0 if omitted).
Important: '__' in the filename are two underscore characters
For Example, assuming an image file has been staged with the name image01.jpg:
The contents of image01.jpg__occurrenceRemarks__1.txt will populate the
occurrenceRemarks field at index 1

5.3

Upload data file (optional)

Loading a data file to your staged images lets you populate fields within each task with any known
metadata. For example, populating the Catalogue Number field with the specimen’s registration
number.
Select the Upload data file button.

Click on Browse button and select your CSV file.
Your CSV data file will need to have the following:


The first row should contain column headings (comma separated)
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Column headers should be the field names of your data; the first column name should be
'filename'.



Subsequent rows should contain the image filename in the first column, and optionally, values
for each field for the rest of the columns of your data file.

The image filename must match exactly a filename in the
staged images list, otherwise values will not be applied
Example of a CSV file:

In this example, the first line holds the column headers 'filename', ‘catalogNumber’ and
‘ScientificName'. Each subsequent line holds an image filename and its registration number and
scientific name separated by a comma.
Click on Upload Data File
In the staging area a Clear data file button has appeared. This allows you to remove the uploaded
data file, and reload if required. The image file name will be automatically added to the
externalIdentifier column as NameRegex. This does not need to be edited.
Now that your data file has been loaded you need to configure the column names.
5.4

Configure columns (Optional)

This step will match the names of the columns of your uploaded CSV data file to the field names
in your template. This is done one column at a time, with the matched column being shown in the
staged images list. Adding a column will pre-load data for that field into your task.
Select the +Add column button.
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Field type - DataFileColumn if you have uploaded a datafile. This will load in the column names in
your datafile into the Column drop down list below.
If your data needs to be in a particular order (for example diary or
field note pages) choose field type sequenceNumber from this list
and change the Field name, see below.
Column - A drop-down list will contain the column headings in the CSV data file that you
uploaded in the previous step. Choose one of the column headings from the drop-down list. (If you
chose sequenceNumber above, then Column will not be available).
Field name - This drop down list contains all the Darwin Core2 fields that are in your template. If
your uploaded CSV file has Darwin Core field names, then the Field name will be automatically
filled in for you. Otherwise choose a Darwin Core field that corresponds to the column selected
above from your CSV data file.
If you chose field type sequenceNumber , then select the Darwin Core field from your template
that will contain the sequence number (eg sequenceNumber).
Index - Only fill in this box if you have more than one field with the same Darwin Core field name.
Use an integer and start with 0. If you are unsure, leave this box blank.
Click on Save. Repeat for as many columns as you wish to configure.

2

See Appendix – Darwin Core for more information about how Darwin core terms are used
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The column/s that you just added will now show up in your staged images list.

The columns in your stored images list can be edited or deleted. Click on the symbols to the right
of the column name.
Add as many columns as you need to your staged images list.
5.5

Create tasks

Once you have uploaded your images to the staging area and added any text files or optional
data, the tasks for your expedition are ready to be created.
Click on Create tasks from staged images button.
The Task Loading Progress page will give you a bar chart to indicate the progress and remaining
time left to complete loading the tasks.
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When complete the import information and progress bar will be replaced with a statement “There
are currently no tasks being loaded”.

Now that your tasks have been created it is good practice to check that your
images have loaded properly.


Check that the correct number of tasks are in the expedition, this can be
done by looking at the front page of the expedition.



Check in the Admin list, opened from the front page, that all the images are
loaded. Do this easily by clicking on the thumbnails view to check the
images.



Go into a task and check that the correct template has been assigned to
your expedition. If you loaded a data file, check that the appropriate field in
the task’s template has been populated with its corresponding text file
information – see examples below.
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In this example, OCR text of the image has been pre-loaded into the text box from an auxiliary
text file, ready for a transcriber to correct.
Image filename: AM_Waite_AMS587_54_15661.jpg
Auxiliary text filename: AM_Waite_AMS587_54_15661.jpg__occurrenceRemarks__0.txt
Darwin Core field: occurrenceRemarks
In the template for this expedition, the field name occurrenceRemarks has the label 'Verbatim
Text', which is the label given to the text box that a transcriber sees.

In the above example, data from your newly added columns will now populate the corresponding
fields of each individual task.
In this example, a transcriber sees the 'Catalogue No.' is K.482375. The number K.482375 was
listed in the CSV file associated with its image filename. In the CSV file this number was in a
column with a header called 'Registration number', and DigiVol referred to it using the Darwin
Core field name of 'catalogNumber'.
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5.6

Attach new data to existing tasks

You can add further data to your existing expedition tasks. This data needs to be ordered in a
single CSV file before uploading.

Click on Load Task Data within the expedition settings to add, reload or delete the data
associated with your expedition tasks.

Before you can load more data for your tasks, you need to remove the old data file. It is a good
idea to make a copy of the existing data; click on View data file to download it as a CSV file.
Click on Clear data file to delete the existing data file.
Once you have cleared the existing data file you may load your new CSV with the Load Task Data
button.

6 Activate your expedition
Mark your expedition as active after you have loaded your tasks and are ready for volunteers to
start transcribing. Remember that volunteers can only transcribe expeditions loaded into the
DigiVol live site.
6.1

Activate an expedition

On the General Settings page, select the Actions button near the top right of the page
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Select Activate expedition. Volunteers can now start transcribing.
6.2

Delete or Disable an expedition

Deleting an expedition will remove it completely. Note that a completed expedition can be
disabled and does not need to be deleted.
An expedition cannot be deleted if
it has forum topics attached to it.

On the General Settings page, select the Actions button near the top right of the page. Click on
the Delete expedition to delete or Deactivate expedition to disable your expedition.

7 Templates
It is important to spend time to design a good template for your expedition. The template will allow
the volunteers to capture the information that you want to extract from the transcription process.
If at any time you need help with choosing or making a template please contact
DigiVol@austmus.gov.au or your DigiVol contact.
Please make and test your template in the development site http://volunteer-dev.ala.org.au/. It can
then be copied over to the production site when it is complete.
7.1

Step 1 Compile a list of fields

Begin by compiling a list of fields to capture the data that you want to be transcribed from the
specimen labels or field notebooks.
Match these fields with a corresponding Darwin core field. Darwin Core Fields are a body of data
standards which aim to help to facilitate data sharing in biodiversity research. A good reference
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guide to the Darwin Core Terms is at http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/.See also 16 Appendix –
Darwin Core
The templates are based on the Darwin Core fields and they will appear in the csv file of data that
you download after the transcription.
For example, the fields that need to be captured in this specimen label below would be as shown
in the table below. The mapping tool will also be added to be able to georeference the location on
the labels.

Darwin Core Field
occurrenceRemarks
eventDate
recordedBy
recordedByID
verbatimLocality
verbatimLocalityID
stateProvince
country
decimalLatitude
decimalLongitude
fieldNumber
widgetPlaceholder

7.2

Field
Transcribe All Text
Date
Collector
Hidden field for picklist
numbers
Locality
Hidden field for picklist
numbers
State
Country
Latitude
Longitude
Other Numbers
Mapping Tool

Step 2 Choose a template design

Choose a template that you would like to use as the basis of your new template. The templates
can be previewed in the template list and examples of editable templates can be seen in 21
Appendix - Template Examples
Try to choose a template that contains similar fields to the fields that you want to capture. In the
example above we are going to use the AMSingleSection (singleSectionTranscribe) template.
7.3

Step 3 Create your template

When you have decided which template to use, there are two ways to create a new template.
These are by creating a new template or by cloning an existing template.
7.3.1

Create a new template

Click on the Create new template button at the top of the Template List.
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Fill in the name that you would like to call your new template. The View Name will be the name of
the template that you wish to use as a base for your customised template (in this example
singleSectionTranscribe).
Click on Create.

You can then either Edit or Delete the template that you have made.
7.3.2

Clone an existing Template.

From the template list you can click the clone button at the right hand side of the Template View
Name that you want to make a ‘copy’ of.

Add the new template name and click on Clone Template.

It will now appear in the template list. Click on Edit to start editing the fields in the cloned template.
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By clicking on the Edit Fields button the below list will appear. In this list the different fields of the
template can be managed.
7.4

Manage Template Fields

This list lets you edit, add, remove or reorder fields to your customised template.
7.4.1

Buttons

The functions of the buttons at the top of the Manage Template Fields are explained below:
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Add field

This button allows you to add a Darwin core field to your template.




Choose a Darwin core term in the Field drop down box.
Add the label you want the volunteers to see in the template.
The category of the field will depend on the template that has been used. In this example,
(which is a clone of the singleSectionTranscribe template), there is only one section
(General) in this template plus the notes text box. The AM specimen template has 3
sections (Transcribe All Text, Collection Location and Miscellaneous) plus the notes text
box.
 Type is how you want the volunteers to input the data into the form field (see below for the
different form types)
Once this has been filled out the Add field button can be clicked. This will add the field to the list of
fields under Manage Template Fields.
Clean up ordering – Allows for the placement of fields on the template
Preview template – Allows the creator of the template to preview the template as they are
designing it.
Export as CSV – When the template is finalised it can be exported as a CSV file, this file can be
used to transfer the template to the production site.
Choose file – This button is used to create a template from an exported CSV file.
Import from CSV – After the file has been chosen, this button imports the CSV file to replace the
field
7.4.2

Columns

The following is a description of the columns and what they do.
Order – the order that the field appears in the template.
DwC Field – The Darwin Core field. This field name is not displayed on the template but it will
appear in the csv file of data that you will download after the transcription.
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Form type – you can choose which ‘type’ or control you want your field to be:








text – provides a single line text box for data entry.
textarea – provides a text area for entry of multi-lined text.
select – provides the volunteer with a list to choose from.
radio – lets the volunteer select only one of a limited number of choices.
checkbox – provides a box to be checked or unchecked.
hidden – provides a hidden field for saving a form field whose values cannot be altered
directly by admin (it can be altered in code).
autocomplete – once the volunteers start typing a drop down list will appear. This is a list
that has been loaded in the picklist tool in the Admin tab see section 8 Bulk manage
Picklists



latLong –
allows volunteers to enter the
latitude and longitude in either degrees, minutes and seconds or decimal.



date –
allows volunteers to enter the ‘from’ and ‘to’ dates in the form
year, month and day.
collectorColumns – provides more than one text box for several collector names
mappingTool – adding the mapping tool for volunteers to georefernce a location. The
Darwin core field ‘widgetPlaceholder’ must be used for this.





unitRangeallows volunteers to enter ‘from’ and ‘to’ measurements and
to choose from a drop down box of units.



sheetNumber this type is used more in herbaria sheets, where
more than one sheet may be the same specimen.
 autocomplete Textarea - once the volunteers start typing a drop down list will appear with
multi-lined text.
Label – the heading of the field that will be seen in the template
Layout Class – the way a certain field will be displayed to be filled out by the transcriber, for
example, eventDate field as DMY or MDY.
Validation – Validation rules can be set to be associated with fields. Please contact the DigiVol
manager to have these set to your template.
Category – the section within the template that the field will be in. This depends on which
template you have chosen to clone.
Help text – what will appear in the ? bubble next to the field
7.4.3

Icons

The following is a description of the buttons on the right hand side of your fields.
- moves the order of a particular field down one field
- moves the order of a particular field up one field
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Brings up the Move field to position window
Enter a number which
will be the new position of the field. This allows you to move a field to a new position on the
template without having to repeatedly press the up or down arrow.
Deletes the field from the template
Allows the template field to be edited including the help text.

7.5

Customising your template

To customise your template, refer to the table of fields that you mapped out in Step 1. Add or
delete as many fields as needed until the fields correspond with those in the table.
Keep previewing the template to make sure the fields are in the correct place, if not, you may
have to change the ordering of the fields.
For our insect label example:
Darwin Core Field
occurrenceRemarks
eventDate
recordedBy
recordedByID
verbatimLocality
verbatimLocalityID
stateProvince
country
decimalLatitude
decimalLongitude
fieldNumber
widgetPlaceholder
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Transcribe All Text
Date
Collector
Hidden field for
picklist numbers
Locality
Hidden field for
picklist numbers
State
Country
Latitude
Longitude
Other Numbers
Mapping Tool
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Keep adding and deleting the rows until you have all the fields in your list (see below)

Click on the Preview Template button
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The next step is to order the fields to how you want the template to look and for it to make sense
to a transcriber.
In the above template I want all the locality information to be on the right hand side of the
template.
Close the preview window to take you back to the Manage Template Fields page to be able to
order the fields so they appear in the correct position in the template. In the above template
(singlesectionTranscribe) the order of the fields go left to right and then down to the next line. So
the field in position 2 will be next to the field in position 1 (not under it).
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Note that I have added spacer fields to get my other fields in the right position. Spacer fields are
not visible on the template, they just add an empty space.

Now my template is complete and I am happy with the layout.
A good suggestion is to assign your template to an expedition in the development site and
transcribe some tasks to see if the template is suitable. You may also like to export the data to
see if you get all the data you need from the template.
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If you are totally happy with the template you can click on Export as CSV to download the
template.
To import a template into the production site, open the Admin page (see 2.2 Admin list of tools).
Click on Templates, then create a new template (see 7 Templates)
Give your template a name, select a View Name from the list.

The Edit Template page will open – Click on Edit to open the Edit Template window

Click on Edit Fields to open the Manage Template Fields page.

Click on Browse to select your previously exported template text file. The filename will appear
next to the button.
Click on the Import from CSV button. You will be asked to confirm that you are removing all
existing fields and replacing them with the contents of the selected file. Click OK to proceed or
Cancel to Cancel.
Your template fields will now be listed in the Manage Template Fields page. You can further edit
them as required. See 7.4 Manage Template Fields and 7.5 Customising your Template.
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8 Bulk manage Picklists
Picklists are used within DigiVol in several areas of the transcription template. They can be used
to give the transcriber a controlled or optional vocabulary. For example, a picklist could be a list of
countries, or scientific names.
The steps below describe how to prepare a picklist CSV file, and to upload that file into DigiVol.
8.1

Step 1. Prepare a picklist CSV file

Create a spreadsheet in Excel with two columns (either a new one, or download existing
information from your database). For example: location, and ref-number (ref-number is your
database reference number). Column headings will be removed before uploading, but are useful
while working with your data.




Sort order can be important as this is how your picklist will appear
Format should be 'value', ref-number (single quotation marks are required)
To add single quote marks to an existing column of data that doesn’t have single quotes:
Insert two blank columns between the existing column A and column B to create
twonew blank columns, column B and column C
In column B, use this formula:
=CONCATENATE("'",A2,"'")
repeat for the entire column
(Those 5 quote marks translate to "double-quote single-quote double-quote")
Copy column B and paste-as-values into column C
Check the results, then delete columns A and B
 Remove the column headings
 Save as a CSV comma delimited file
CSV file of 'location' , ref-number pairs, for a picklist

Open file in Notepad or other text editor – not MSWord. You will use the contents of this file in
Step 4 below.
8.2

Step 2. Find the Picklist Collection Code and Field Name

To upload a picklist you will need to know the picklist collection code and the field name that you
want the picklist to appear in. These can be found in your expedition front page by clicking on the
Settings button.
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Expedition settings

Go to the General Settings, Edit template and Edit fields to view the DwC Field that you will need
to use to load your picklist. Make a note of the DwC Field.

Then click on Picklists in the Expedition Settings and make a note of the Picklist Collection
Code for Step 4 below.
If your collection is not listed, or you need another collection code, say for another collection within
your institution, then you will need to create a new Picklist Collection Code in Step 4.
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8.3

Step 3. View and replace an existing checklist

Go to the Admin tab on the front page of DigiVol.

Click on the Bulk manage picklists button.
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On the Manage Picklists page you can view or replace an existing picklist, and add a new Picklist
Collection Code, or upload a new picklist.
Picklist: To modify an existing picklist choose a Darwin Core3 field name for your picklist from the
drop-down list, eg verbatimLocality. The drop down list contains the names of all the fields in your
template that currently have a picklist associated with them. If you want to create a picklist with a
field name that is not in the drop-down list (i.e. add a new picklit to a field in your template that
currently does not have a picklist), use Create new picklist. See 8.3.1 Create a picklist for an
unlisted field name
Collection code: Use an existing Picklist Collection Code, eg 'Australian Museum Entomology'. It
is not recommended to leave this text box blank. If your collection is not listed, or you need
another collection code, say for another collection within your institution, then you will need to
create a new Picklist Collection Code.
+ Add collection code: To create a new Picklist Collection Code, a text box will open. Enter a
name for your new Picklist Collection Code into this text box, eg 'NYBG Herbarium'; that name will
then be available for future picklists.
Download items as CSV: Selecting this will download an existing picklist to your computer as a
CSV file
Load items into text area: The contents of an existing list will be loaded into the text box, where
you can review and edit.

3

See Appendix – Darwin Core for more information about how Darwin core terms are used
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8.3.1

Create a picklist for an unlisted field name

Manage Picklists

The drop-down list of picklists shows the Darwin Core field names of all picklists that are in use.
To create a picklist with a field name that isn't listed, click on Create new picklist

Name: Select a Darwin Core field name for your picklist from the drop-down list, eg eventDate.
Classifier: This field is used if you have used a Darwin Core field name more than once in your
template.
Click on Create button.

In this example, a picklist has been created with a field name of order. This picklist is empty; you
will load items into it in Step 5.4.2 below.
Click on Manage Picklist Items to return to the Manage Picklists page.
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8.3.2

Updating the contents of a picklist

Manage Picklists

You will need:


A CSV file with the content for your new picklist. Format should be '<value>'[,<optional
key>]. See Step 1 above, in 8.1 Step 1. Prepare a picklist CSV file
 Collection Code. The Picklist Collection Code is defined in the settings for your expedition.
This can be found through the Picklists Menu of Expedition Settings page for your project.
See Step 2 above, in 8.2 Step 2. Find the Picklist Collection Code
 Picklist field name. This is defined in the template for your expedition. For example,
'verbatimLocality'. You can find this information through the Expedition Settings page for
your project. See Step 3 above, in Error! Reference source not found. Find the Picklist
ield name
To add content to a new picklist, or replace the contents of an existing picklist
1. Choose from the Picklist drop-down box the field name of the picklist you would like to
update. In the above example 'verbatimLocality' .
2. Choose the Collection Code for your expedition from the drop-down box.
3. Paste the contents of your CSV file into the text box.
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Manage Picklists with the contents of a CSV file pasted in

Click on the Upload button. Your picklist will now be available for transcribing tasks.
To remove the contents of an existing picklist, select a picklist field name and a Collection code.
Delete any content in the text box. Click on Upload button.
Caution. After uploading the contents of a picklist, the Picklist drop-down field will, by default,
revert back to 'country'.
You can also upload a CSV file directly.
Click on the Upload CSV file button a textbox will open - Upload picklist file

Click on the Browse button and select your picklist CSV file created earlier.
Click on the Submit button. Your picklist will now be loaded to the verbatimLocality field.
8.4

Step 5. Confirm changes

On your expedition front page, click on the Get Started button
In the relevant text box (eg locality) start typing a word from your picklist. Your picklist will appear.
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9 Validation Rules
Please email the DigiVol manager if you would like to set rules for fields in your template.

10

Configure front page

The Configure front page tool allows an admin manager to manage information that appears on
the DigiVol front page.

On this page you can:


Choose the project of the day from a drop-down box. To edit that project directly from this
page, click on the Edit project button. You can use the Find an expedition button to
search for a particular expedition if you can’t find it on the drop down list.
 Use global news item is now been made redundant since the new DigiVol site was
released, this includes the news title, news text and news date.
 Create a system message to be displayed on each page. For example, a notice about
system maintenance
 Choose to show achievements on user stats page
 Enable task commenting
 Enable the DigiVol Forum
Make your changes and click on Save. The DigiVol front page will be updated.
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11

Configure Honour Board

This Admin tool may be used to remove users who are not volunteers from the Honour Board.

Add the user’s name into the Add User field and they will appear in the list. If the user is in this list
then their name will not appear in the Honour Board.
To allow a user’s name to reappear in the Honour Board click on the x to remove them from the
list.

12

Stats

The Stats pages show some statistics for the whole of the DigiVol site.

The first page displays Reports By Date and lets you choose a range of dates to report on.
Once you have chosen your dates, it will bring up the statistics for this range including:





New volunteers
Total volunteers
Historical Honour board
Active Transcribers
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Transcriptions by day
Validations by day
Transcriptions by volunteer and project
Hourly contributions

The next Stats tab is Reports by Month. This shows the monthly transcriptions and validations
for the whole DigiVol site since the beginning.
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The next Stats tab is Reports by Institution. This shows the number of transcriptions and
validations per institution for the whole of the DigiVol site.
The majority of reports in the Statistics tool may be downloaded by clicking on the Download
button.

13

Tutorial files

The Tutorial files tool is used to add a tutorial for your expedition.

To upload a new tutorial, click on the Browse button, find the file that you want in your directory,
and then click the Upload button. You can also delete or rename tutorials that were previously
uploaded, by clicking on the Rename or Delete button next to the tutorial in the list.

Your tutorial file will be available on the publicly accessible Tutorials page, which is reached
through the Tutorials tab on the front page of DigiVol.
13.1 Tutorial file names
If you would like your tutorial to fall under a heading in the Tutorials page you will need to follow
the following file naming convention.
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If your tutorial filename contains an underscore '_', the portion of the name to the left of the
underscore will be used to catergorise the tutorial, and the portion to the right (less the file
extension) will be used as the tutorial name. For example:
Tutorial filename: Australian Museum Tutorials_Transcribing Specimen Labels.pdf
Category: Australian Museum Tutorials
Tutorial name: Transcribing Specimen Labels

Your tutorial will appear on the Tutorials page. In the example above a tutorial with a filename of
'Australian Museum Tutorials_Transcribing Specimen Labels.pdf’ appears as shown.

14

Tools

14.1 General
Mapping Tool
You can use the mapping tool here, without having to be in an active transcription
Expedition-Institution migration tool
You can move an Expedition to a new Institution here. For example, if you have added a new
Institution you can migrate your previously created Expeditions to the new Institution here.
Manage staging queue
You can view the staging queue here, and either Cancel or Clear the staging queue
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Archive Expeditions
This tool allows you to download your images from DigiVol and also delete them off the DigiVol
server. All expeditions will remain how they are but the images will not be attached to the tasks.
14.2 Caches
To be completed
14.3 Full Text Index
To be completed

15 Manage Institutions
15.1 Creating an institution page
The Manage Institutions Admin tool is used to create new Institution pages.

There are two ways of creating an institution.
15.1.1 Add Institution
The first way to create an institution is to click on the Add Institution button.
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This will bring up a blank form which you will need to fill out the fields.

The Theme colour code (hex) field will let you choose the colour associated with your institution
and will appear in your institution page and expeditions associated with your institution.
Once you have completed the form, click on the Create button.
Your institution will now appear in the Manage Institutions page.
You will need add your logo and to do so you need to edit the Institution page by clicking on the

Logo: The logo image needs to be a centred square image between 200 x 150 pixels for width
and height. The logo appears in the list of institutions and also on the institution home page.
If you are having problems deleting and changing any images on your page, you may have to
force refresh your browser to make sure it doesn't cache your old image (shift+refresh(F5)).
Once you have created you institution page you will need to attach your expeditions to your
institution. You can do this individually (see below), or by using the see Expedition Institution
migration tool to do all your expeditions at once
Go to the general settings of your expedition. Change the Expedition sponsor to the institution
name. Make sure a tick and ‘Linked to institution’ appears beside the expedition sponsor field.
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The expedition/s will now appear in your institution page.
The institution front page will also show you the statistics and an honour board relating to the
expeditions associated with this institution.
15.1.2 Create from Atlas Collectory
The second way to create an institution is from the Atlas of Living Australia Collectory. Click on
the Create from Atlas Collectory button.

Choose your institution and click Create Institution.
Your institution will now appear in the Manage Institutions list and under the Institution tab on
DigiVol front page.
To edit the content for the institution page click
To view your page click
To delete the page click
In the edit institution page check that all fields are filled out correctly and update if necessary.
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16 Manage Badges, Tags and Advanced
Settings
These Admin tools and settings are used by the programmer and by DigiVol administrators.

17

Admin reports

17.1 Global Mailing List
The Global mailing list tool is used to display a full list of email addresses for all volunteers within
DigiVol.

You can cut-and-paste these addresses into an email message.
17.2 User report
The User report tool displays all volunteers with a summary of their activity.
The User report includes:








user_id – email address of a volunteer.
display_name – name of a volunteer used for the honour board and expedition personnel.
transcribed_count – number of tasks a volunteer has transcribed.
validated_count – number of tasks a volunteer has validated.
last_activity –date and time when a volunteer last logged into the site.
projects_count – number of projects or expeditions that a volunteer has been involved in.
volunteer_since –date and time when a volunteer first registered on the site.

You can cut-and-paste this list into a spreadsheet to be examined.
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17.3 Current users
Users who are online at this moment are displayed on the Current User Activity page

17.4 Expedition Summary Report
Clicking on the Expedition Summary Report button will download a csv file with the following
information:


Expedition Name



Institution



Template



Transcribed and validated tasks



Percent transcribed and validated



Active transcribers and validators



Dates and time taken of expeditions

18

Managing your expedition

Once your expedition has been created, tools are available to monitor and manage its operation,
and download the completed tasks.

From the expedition front page, click on the Admin button.
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The Project Admin page gives an overall view of the progress of your expedition. At a glance you
can see the numbers of tasks transcribed and validated, as well as the total number of tasks. You
can also see the status of each individual task, including who transcribed it and who validated it.
The Tools button at the top left of the page has the following options:
Edit Project: Select this to modify your expedition settings, such as the description, the expedition
image, adding or changing a picklist, adding existing data to your tasks, changing the map, adding
a tutorial or news item.
Mailing List: A list of the email addresses of all those who have worked on your expedition.
Manage Picklists: A list of all picklists in use.
Update empty recordedByID values from picklist match: Will add recordedByID values from your
recordedBy picklist for matching collector names.
Reindex tasks: Will reindex all the tasks in your tasklist
18.1 Edit Project
Change any field on the Expedition Settings page and click the Update button.
See 4.2 Expedition Settings and subsequent sections for adding or modifying the expedition
image, picklists, tasks, map, tutorials or news.
18.2 Mailing List
The expedition mailing list is used to display a list of email addresses for those volunteers who
have contributed to your expedition.
You can cut-and-paste these addresses into an email message.
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18.3 Picklists
The Picklist List shows all the picklists in use by all expeditions. Select Create a new Picklist if
you want to add another Darwin Core field to the list.
See 4.2.3 Picklists for a list of those picklists associated with your expedition.
See 8 Bulk manage Picklists for a guide on how to create your own picklist.
18.4 Export tasks
Once tasks are complete you can download them as a CSV file.

Select Export all, Export transcribed, or Export validated to download those tasks.

The dialogue box gives you a choice of a single CSV file, or a ZIP file of multiple CSV files. If
unsure, leave the default Single de-normalised CSV file checked, and click on the Export
button.
A CSV file (or a ZIP file of multiple CSV files) will be prepared and download to your computer.
This CSV file can be opened in Excel, or viewed with a text editor like Notepad. Columns headers
of your CSV file will have Darwin Core terms where applicable. Data in the CSV file will include
not only the transcribed text for each task, but also the name of the task transcriber and the name
of the task validator together with any comments that they may have added. The downloaded
CSV file is in Unicode (UTF-8) format, so if you open it directly into Excel, some of the symbols
may not appear properly (for example gender symbols appear as â™€ instead of ♀.
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Your CSV file will have columns corresponding to the Darwin Core fields transcribed in your
expedition tasks.
18.5 Marketing your expedition
Ways to market your expedition include:
 Sending out an email to any relevant email lists for recruiting volunteers, for example museum
members, groups, clubs etc.
 Register on crowdsourcing sites
 Social media (Facebook, twitter, blogs)
18.6 Managing your volunteers
Managing your volunteers is important and can be done by:
 Validating a few of the tasks done by each of your transcribers in your expedition (doing this
ASAP saves a lot of grief and time later – it is highly recommended)
 Determine if they are doing anything wrong
 Contact them by email (individually) and thank them for their great work and then offer hints
to them which will help them to improve their transcriptions
 Group emails to all the volunteers in the expedition if you need them to know something
specific about the expedition. Try to keep these to a minimum; we don’t want to send so many
emails that people stop opening and reading them.
 Tick the email box in the forum so that you will be notified by email of any questions that come
through the forum in relation to your project. Try and answer forum questions ASAP.
 At the end of your expedition, email all volunteers who participated in the expedition to
congratulate them and acknowledge the expedition leader.
18.7 Data quality
Data quality is important.
 Find a volunteer to become a validator ASAP (possibly an onsite volunteer) if you get too far
behind on checking the transcriptions it has the possibility of becoming a huge impossible task
in the end and it can take a lot of work to catch up.
 Work out your workflow for getting your data from the BVP back into your database.
Potentially start with one smaller expedition and go through the process to see that it will work
before setting up multiple larger tasks.
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18.8 Managing personnel

On the front page of your expedition is a list of all the volunteers contributing. To edit any of their
details click on that volunteer's name.
For each volunteer their volunteer profile shows all tasks transcribed, saved and validated for both
this expedition, as well as other expeditions.

18.8.1 Making a volunteer a validator or a forum moderator
Click on User Settings to add roles such as validator or forum moderator for a volunteer.

Choose the role that you want the volunteer to be and choose the project.
Click on Update to save your changes or Add Role to add more roles.
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19 Appendix – Irfanview - resizing and
renaming images
Irfanview is a free image display and manipulation tool for Windows. http://www.irfanview.com/
This is an example of using Irfanview batch conversion mode to resize and rename images.
To resize and rename the images start by creating a new folder in the network directory that is
clearly distinguished from the original images. This folder is where the converted images will be
stored separate to the original image files.
Try and resize the images to between 400 kB and 800 kB making sure the handwriting is clear
and easy to read.
Click on File | Batch conversion/rename and use the fields below as a guide.

In the 'Batch conversion settings' section use the 'Advanced' option to resize the images to the
following specifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Set Width = 3802
Set Height = 2534
Preserve aspect ratio
Use Resample function (better quality)
DPI value 72
Sharpen 80
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In the 'Batch rename settings' section use the 'Options' - rename images to a format that will help
to identify them at a later date:
•

•

For example, AM_ENTO_DRW_127_0288.jpg (in this example the institution name is
first, then the collection name, its location within the collection, and its image number).
Do not use spaces in filenames, underscores (_) are acceptable.
The following settings in the rename settings window gives the filename format shown
above. AM is the institute code $d includes the directory name, $N includes the old file
name (without the extension)
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Click on Browse to change the 'Output directory for result files' to the folder that you have made
previously for the converted files
Select the file(s) to be converted and click on Add/Add all to get your files into the 'Input files'
field. Click on Start Batch to begin the conversion. When the batch conversion is complete click
on Exit batch, or Return to Batch if you want to repeat the process.
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20 Appendix – Darwin Core
 Darwin Core Terms: A quick reference guide
 Darwin Core Standard
Darwin Core, abbreviated as DwC, is a standard for managing natural history occurrence data,
and is the accepted standard for naming data fields within the DigiVol.
Darwin Core was developed by the standards group, TDWG, and documentation is readily
available through the TDWG website.
With a common standard, Darwin Core enables your data to be shared widely. For example, a
registration number in one institution may be called a 'rego-number', and in another a 'catnumber'. If both data fields comply with the Darwin Core standard, 'catalogNumber', those values
can be machine-managed and readily shared.

How Darwin Core standards work with DigiVol
Using the example of registration numbers: the registration numbers of your specimens might be
stored as 'rego-number' in your database. When you pass this data to DigiVol as a CSV file, its
column header will be 'rego-number'. DigiVol assigns your 'rego-number' to the Darwin Core term,
'catalogNumber', and is then able to manage it consistently. When it appears on your transcription
task page, it will be given a human-readable label such as 'Catalogue No.'. After transcription is
complete, you will download your transcribed tasks as a CSV file, and the column headers will
have Darwin Core field names.
In general, all data fields used by DigiVol will need to comply with the Darwin Core standard.

20.1 Darwin Core terms commonly used with DigiVol
There are dozens of Darwin Core terms that cover more than you will generally encounter in a
regular transcription project. This is a list of Darwin Core terms commonly used with DigiVol
Darwin Core term
stateProvince
typeStatus
institutionCode
recordedBy
coordinateUncertaintyInMeters
verbatimLocality
measurementUnit
samplingProtocol
measurementMethod
locality
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21

Appendix - Template Examples

aerialObservationsTranscribe
This template has two sections. The field/s in the first section refer to text that is associated with the whole page, for example, the
date or a species name. The second section has fields which can be repeated to form many rows.
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cameratrapTranscribe
The fields and layout of this template cannot be changed however the images to choose from can be changed.
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fieldNoteBookTranscribe
This template can be made to have either one or two ‘Transcribe All Text’ boxes side by side. It is used for notebooks that are
either single pages or double pages.
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observationDiaryTranscribe
This template can be used for notebooks or registers that have several lines. Each line can have different fields in it and the lines
can be repeated by clicking on the Add Row button.
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questionnaireTemplate
This template is a questionnaire type template where volunteers answer questions relating to an image. It can be modified to have
as many questions as needed and has the ability for the volunteer to enter text or choose from text or choose from images.
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singleSectionTranscribe
This template only has a single section. Any number of fields may be added
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smithsonianHerbariaSheetTranscribe
This template has 3 sections, 1. Museum details, 2. Collection details and 3. Location details. Fields within these sections can be
changed.
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spreadSheetTranscribe
This template is a spreadsheet type form. The column headings can be customised in this template.
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threeColumnLabelTranscribe
This template has 3 sections, 1. Transcribe All Text, 2. Collection Location and 3. Miscellaneous. Fields within these sections can
be changed.
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